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Abstract 
To achieve social/public order, every society is anchored on a unique system of 

values, norms, laws, and morality. Yet the ideal moral standard is useful but a 

contentious one in ethical theory; and there are several contending perspectives as 

to what makes a particular action right and another wrong. By adopting a 

theoretical but critical methodology, the imperative of this article is to 

systematically present the frontline contending theories (whether classical or 

recent, pragmatist or Universalist, subjectivist or relativist) and other alternative 

conceptions of the basis of morality. The work discovers that there is no one 

overriding ethical theory, all-time valid in all places. It, however, concludes that 

in a world where cultures (including socio-economics and politics) are fast 

becoming harmonized by an enhanced communication technology, a universal 

ethical standard is not only a possibility but an irreversibility. It therefore 

recommends that in the face of evolving universal standards of acting, society and 

states ought to sift their enduring moral ethos that are at once still efficacious while 

also adapting the more universal emerging standards of public order.   
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I. Introduction and Background of the Study 

The development of desirable values and social/public order ultimately entail the 

need for accountability and social responsibility. However, the goal of social 
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responsibility is justice; and the goal of justice is social orderliness; and all these play 

in an intricate web of relationship to achieve desirable public order. Every society 

desires order and, thus, evolves a system or structure which incorporates individual 

freedom, equality, opportunity, and fair distribution of positions of power based on 

acceptable model of social engineering. In other words, civilized society understands 

the need for, and is always prepared to affirm, a characteristic set of principles for 

assigning basic rights and duties and for determining what it takes to be proper 

measure to ensure desirable social order, in cooperation. When a society derives such 

ideals and principles of social (including political) organization, the underlying goal 

is justice. The ominous consequences of irresponsibility, injustice and non-

accountability in public duty include corruption, underdevelopment, violence, 

immoralities, dissent, and other gauges of social disorder; social existence would thus 

be threatened; still, man would degenerate into a state of nature—of anarchy, chaos, 

uncertainty, and fear; life would be nasty, brutish and short. And these are indicators 

of irrationality and a negation of human essence as a rational and social being. Yet, 

humanity is a nature whose essence is bridled social existence and order based on 

justice, accountability and moral responsibility. And the interaction between the 

morality of action and the eventual public order could be rationally construed—which 

is the imperative of this work.  

 

II. Methodology of the Study 

This research will adopt the analytic but theoretical methodology to indicate what it takes 

for a conception to become a pedestal for social order. It shall be shown that while a 

genuine commitment to whichever standard so discussed has its relative advantage, the 

critical methodology helps to reveals its inadequacy as the all-time/all-place ‘sole 

standard’. While the attempt here does not adjudicate which breeds the better/ideal social 

order, it shall verily espouse the outright unproductivity of the attempt to impose one over 

the other(s). In order to succeed, the study relies on existing text materials on the subject 

of ethics, action, and the eventing of morality for public order. 

 

III. Public/social Order      

The phrase, public order is used here to mean all forms of social order—which itself could 

best be discussed by dismembering it into its two independently meaningful concepts—

social, and order. On its part, the term, social implies that which relates to a group. Persons, 

systems, institutions, and other elements of interaction rely and influence each other in 

many significant ways in an extended interdependence. Hence, Plato and Aristotle held 

that man is both social and political animal. Thus, any man is tied to another or others in 

both symbiotic and non-symbiotic ways. Instrumental to the realization of these is value: 
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the norms, methods and bureaucratic processes established to ensure order in society. This, 

then, implies the idea of culture—the totality of a people’s ways of life and the progressive 

activity of learning such ways (Cuber, 1968, 76). These ways include those of family 

organization, building, dressing, law, social control and order. Thus, society is maintained 

at the interpersonal and group levels in an order. In every epoch of its historical 

development, every society operates in some social order. A social order exists “when an 

entire community or society, for a significant portion of its history, is characterized by 

distinctive and interwoven patterns of social organization” (Broom and Selznick, 1973, 21). 

Whatever its nature, social order is “the total complex of the social institutions of a society 

and their interrelationships” (Hogan, 2006, 331). For example, European feudalism was a 

type of society/order; democracy and liberalism thrives on freedom, equality, rule of law 

and responsibility; traditional African society marked a type of order (incest taboos and 

disciplined behavior); but most modern African states grope for a type of order—this is 

because they still have modes of resource-allocation, corruption, violence, injustice, 

insecurity, underdevelopment, ineffective modes of social control, undefined model for 

justice (to mention but a few) to contend with; they have yet to establish useful schemes to 

deal with these malaises; and the situation ignites several ethical and philosophical 

questions. Although many African researchers are looking back into their existing cultures 

and finding models and customs that can be adopted both to suit a culturally sensitive 

bases of social order, any useful measure must encourage responsibility and reflect a 

modicum of justice and public/social order—which itself depends on a people’s 

observance of their conception of right and wrong. Initially, the word, right must be 

distinguished from the usually misused but related concept, rights. 

 

IV. ‘Right’ vs. ‘Rights’ 

Individual persons have rights; but actions and behaviors alone could be right or wrong. 

Sometimes, the concepts of (the) right (the subject-matter of this work) could be confused 

with that of rights. It is therefore necessary and would be instructive to distinguish the 

province of Right from that of Rights—which itself is subdivided into legal and moral 

rights. The concept of ‘right’ has since been associated with claims which people have 

against others. In other words, they are the duties of others towards the right-holder—

there can be ‘rein’ or ‘impersonal’ rights in this direction. Also, the notion of moral rights is 

not as such related to that of duty or obligation, but closely related with the principle of 

need—one’s ‘due’ (Irele, 1998); with correctness and goodness. 

 

Thus in moral philosophy, we delineate the concept of Right in the kind of question: What 

is Right? ‘Right’ then means what is or that which is correct, expected, conforming, social 

behavior, or simply good. ‘Right’ is not mere prudence; it is social prudence. In other 
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words, what is not wrong or what is ethical, of value, of what ought to be done. It is this 

‘ought’ question that makes the concept of ‘right’ the central concern of ethics. 

 

Let us take a hypothetical analogy (Singer, 1994, 11). Imagine you are a surgeon who 

believes that human life is an ultimate value. One day you are met with a patient in the 

hospital who needs a heart transplant and there are no hearts available. In the next ward 

is another patient who has an equally pressing needing for kidney transplant; both will die 

soon if not attended to. No suitable donors are immediately available. As third patient who 

requires an operation to remove a brain tumor. Your ability and efficiency are not in 

question. But you also know that you could continue a little slip, for which no one could 

really blame you (on the ‘brain-patient’) that the results in his death. Then he’d become a 

suitable donor of both liver and heart. Thus you would a suitable donor of both liver and 

heart. Thus you would take one life, but save two; also note that all three lives were of 

same quality-family, etc., they all wished to live. Yet would you be right in doing what you 

did? Some would condemn while others world praise your efforts. But what was right to 

have done? And what makes it right? Now, the question before us is this: How do we come 

to know the actions that are right as distinct from those that are wrong? What is the 

justification of each claim? These are problems of morality and ethics respectively. 

 

But unlike legal rights (as contained in the various national constitutions and statutes such 

as the UN Declaration on Human and people’s Rights, the African Charter Human and 

People’s Rights, and similar conventions around the world) which are explicitly codified, 

the province of morality or rightness of actions only need justification than identification. 

And philosophical theories and perspectives on the issues vary widely. And, since this is 

the central concern of ethics, our task in this terse discourse is enormously simple: to 

categorize and simply espouse the contending viewpoints on the ethico-philosophical 

perspectives of what it is that determines a ‘right action’. However, the conceptions of what 

constitute a right action vary as well as are intertwined. Let us in a most succinct manner 

extrapolate the ideas as to what constitute moral standard. 

 

V. Right Action: Moral Standard vs. Moral Conduct 

There are two categories of the term act, from which the concept action is formed. At this 

point, it is appropriate to distinguish two forms for actions: the acts of man, and human 

actions. ‘Human acts’ (actus humanis) proceed from the intellect and will of the moral agent, 

taking a deliberate decision on how to act for or against certain motivations. It is the 

employment of the psychological and rational powers of human. But the ‘acts of man’ are 

not deliberate nor are they exercised at the instance or freedom of man. They are rather 
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involuntary, mechanical, and geological in character (and therefore do not attract moral 

judgements); for instance yawning, breathing, and digestion are acts of man.  

 

As already alluded, there is variation in ethical opinions as to how we determine right 

and/from wrong actions. Thus moral judgments are value-laden, concerning what one 

might call misconduct based on some moral standard. A moral conduct is that which is 

meaningful to evaluate or guide against the backdrop of moral standard” (Owolabi, 2000, 

149). Then moral actions are voluntarily carried out by moral agents and these affects the 

order of the society. In other words, actions which are not purposive are not subject to 

moral evaluation. This perhaps strengthens Kant’s emphasis on reason and rationality as 

necessary conditions for moral judgment. Being so, the question remains on what grounds 

do are evaluate a morally worth behavior? Answers to this also vary. 

 

The intuitionist school, for example, takes intuition as the standard moral. For example, to 

John Hopers, for instance, “The experiences commonly spoken of as intuitions typically 

come all at once, as if in a blinding flash” (Agulanna, 2000). It is the direct mental 

conception of an object as being existent or as possible. Yet how can one distinguish 

individual intuition, general and universal intuition (specific, belief, principle) 

(Echekwube, 1999, 23). Hence, according to Sidgwick, the first two are perceptual, while 

the other is dogmatic intuitionism (Sidgwick, 1966). But, what happens, the intuitionist 

needs to explain, in the face of two or more conflicting intuitive claims? Perhaps, 

intuitionism may only be subjectively sufficient, enough for the intuitive individual and 

not for any social value. 

 

Another position for the moral standard is revelations. Whether a revelation from some God 

or other spirit, the flaws associated with intuitionism are also here abound. Apart from the 

epistemological conundrum associated with adequacy of reference to the metaphysical, 

there could be conflicting claims to revelation. In fact, how does one defend that a 

particular act is/was divinely ordained, particularly in the face of another claim to divine 

ordainment?  

 

Still, there are those who argue that we come to know right and wrong actions through 

right reason, while some respectively posit that conscience, law, or social custom are moral 

standards. The hierarchy of law (in Augustinian terms: eternal, divine natural and 

positive) are termed the laws of the universe (Echekwube, 45). Actions are deemed right 

or wrong to the extent of their consistency with each category of these laws. In another 

strand, social norms, values, mores and rules directly mold/dictate behavior. This, 

societal/cultural customs and traditions guide behaviors of individual members of a 
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particular society. Yet human freedom and objective moral norms, for the liberalist, 

provide another basis for moral standard (Echekwube, 49). In this view, people act 

intentionally, out of their purposive freewill, desire and disposition.  

 

Conventionalism holds that what makes an action right or wrong is dependent on 

someone’s saying (or believing) that it is so. Actions, to this view, are not intrinsically good 

or bad. Religion and divine command theories discussed above fall under this group; they 

depend on some authoritativeness of source. What about murder; is it wrong because God, 

for instance, says is so, or is so hence God forbids it? Hence, another strand of it is ‘ethical 

relativism’ is another conventionalist view—that “what is right or wrong is determined by 

the society one inhabits” (Sober, 1991, 389). This view holds that there cannot be a single 

moral standard which is uniformly applicable to all men in all places and at all times. Thus, 

morality is relative. The view also incorporates a level of subjection in that “we make our 

actions right or wrong by deciding what standards to adopt” (Agulanna, 149). This also 

stresses the place of the will and individual freedom. However, conventionalism also believe 

in objective ethical truths (to society) while its subjectivity rely on opinion about them. 

And if conventionalism is true, it follows that no acts are in themselves right or wrong, 

such that the problem which thus arise is that the theory fails to explain “why things are 

held by all men all over the world and at all times is morally wrong” (Sober, 388). 

 

Ethical realism asserts that there are objective ethical facts that exist independently of 

anyone or society. It posits that “ethical truths are true whether or not anyone says/thinks 

they are true” (Omoregbe, 1993, 76). This must be distinguished from ethical absolution—

the view that there is a single moral standard which is applicable to all men, at all times, 

and in all circumstance…that what is right is absolutely indisputable and independent of 

all factors such as period and situation and place, no exception. To say moral principle are 

universal is to agree that they allow some exceptions. 

 

The dilemma between subjectivism and objectivism pertains to two concepts: egoism and 

altruism. Egoism refers to seeking one’s own interest, while altruism pertains to one acting 

in the interest of others. Nevertheless, there is also psychological egoism/altruism; and ethical 

egoism/altruism. But the point here is that since ethical altruism involves element of self-

interest tacitly, it is a sure way towards the realization of the Kantian categorical 

imperative. 

 

The forgoing discussions do indicate that ethical conflicts abound. That a single ethical 

system might provide some guideline for ordering principles and priorities; but a clash of 

such systems foreclose any such possibility. Thus the question is, shall we therefore 
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encourage ethical pluralism (a coexistence of several value systems)? The condition is 

ethical dilemma (Solomon and Jenifer Greener, 1999, 8). The effect of this dilemma is 

particularly felt on normative ethics, determining “values, rules, standards, or principles 

that should guide our decisions about what are ought to do” (Singer, 10). If this conclusion 

is true, then it is a recrudescence of the question: what is right? 

 

VI. ‘Right’ Action: Other Theories and Perspectives 

Appropriately, one cannot ascribe the category of right and wrong to the ‘acts of man’. But 

human acts are what Kant calls duty, a conception based on “our capacity as rational 

beings, a group with the moral law” (Kant, 1785). At any rate, because of the influence of 

the consideration of freedom, purpose, will and intention, Kant’s and other similar views 

are often termed deontological, non-consequentialist theory of normative ethics. 

Deontological ethical theory shrives to emphasis/assert that the rightness or goodness of 

an action is not determined solely by its end result or consequence. It requires that the 

independence of the obligation and right of the agent be unimpaired, governed by not 

hypothetical but categories rules. The consequentialist or teleological theories, on the other 

hand, emphasis that the rightness or wrongness of an action is determined by whether it 

produces or impedes the purpose of human action; that actions are either right or wrong 

depending on their consequences. Hume, for instance, had said that the basis of ethics is 

to be found in our emotions or, as he calls them, passions; then, reason becomes much less 

significant in ethics, and the parallels between our own ethics and that of non-human 

animals become correspondingly close (Singer, 7). Perhaps, this point informs views as 

Singer’s, making a case for ‘practical ethics’—the extension of morality to other sentient 

being as chimpanzee (Singer, 1986). 

 

Another version of consequentialist view is that called utilitarianism. Bentham, Mill and 

Sidgwick are classical advocates of this theory. One of the characteristics of utilitarianism 

ethics is the emphasis on results; it tends to evaluate conduct (right or wrong) in terms of 

the good actually produced, rather than the motives of the agent; that motives are not 

intrinsically bad or good, wrong or right (Jones, et al, 1969, 304). Some pleasurable action 

may generate social hurt; some initially painful reality may be a platform for higher 

pleasure. Yet it could be asked: should one wait until an impending murder is executed 

before deciding it is rightfully or wrongfully done? Moreover, how does one determine 

pleasurable, psychological status of agents since man could be deceptive? However, the 

pleasure of and happiness for the greatest member principle was influenced lay the 

developments in science of the 19th century. Apart from difficulty in the pleasure-calculous, 

consequentialism is risky ethical theory since its fruitfulness rests on probability. 
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VII. Conclusion 

This piece set out to articulate the various alternative conceptions of how we come to know 

what is right from what is wrong in the quest for desirable public order. But for the purpose 

of conceptual convenience, the question dissolved into several versions: How do we come 

to know the actions that are right as distinct from those that are wrong? And what is it that 

makes a particular action right and another wrong? Or, how and why do we make moral 

judgments? The discussion discovers that those questions bother, on the one hand, on 

identification, and justification, on the other. Various contending views on these have been 

presented, without one absolutely overriding the others. The ensuing issues result in the 

contrast between ethical objectivism and ethical subjectivism. In the end, the question 

become prominent about the place of reason and/or emotion in the origination of moral 

judgments (in other words, the rift between consequentialist and non-consequentialist 

arguments).  

 

However, it is recognized that the egoistic or emotional origin of moral rightness or 

wrongness cannot be denied; that actions are so-and-so adjudged “depending upon the 

amount of pleasure derived or derivable by it” (Bierman and Gold, 1970). It is plausible, 

nevertheless, that since, as Hume claims, reason is the slave of passions, this argument 

cannot solely hold water for it falls under the category of the “is”. But ethics go beyond the 

“is” to the consideration of the ‘ought’. So, reason has a role to play independently of 

whatever desires are or may happen to be. In this later sense, we must strive towards 

deriving a somewhat universal ethical, guiding principle. Each of the arguments 

represents a thesis, the either side of the other’s theory respectively. Against this, perhaps, 

the African tradition perception of right and wrong is a fusion of both reason and 

experience derived over the ages might as well be the synthesis. In this direction, reason, 

through experience, directs us to know that certain actions are had in themselves (in legal 

parlance, mala in se) while others are bad become the society rules against them (mala 

prohibita). And this varies from societal experience to another—a relativism that must be 

tolerated to avoid exposing the human environment to continuous and untold 

violence/rivalry.  

 

It is admissible that in a moral world of responsible moral beings, absolute moral principles 

should be applicable to the needs and conditions of various cultural groups; of course the 

possibility of deriving these principles has been brightened-up by the developments in 

telecommunications and cybernetics. Accordingly, and believing that the prevailing ideas 

of a time is determined by the “intellectual” and “cultural” components of the current or 

trend, convinced that the 21st century is resplendent with information technology, turning 

the continents into one community, it is obvious that a world culture has emerged. With 
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such globalization, an emergent corresponding world or universal principle of 

determining right or wrong is a distant possibility.  
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